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CORPORATE DATABASES
Redesigning and rebuilding a website to reflect
the professionalism of Bureau van Dijk as a brand
and improve the user experience with a better
navigation architecture.

Background
Bureau van Dijk (BvD) is an international organisation specialising in private
company information, which allows its customers to use data to get
an insight of their clients and make smart business decisions. BvD has
a range of products and had a plethora of material on its old site, yet
website visitors were not behaving how BvD wanted them to and were
struggling to find this essential information.

Goals
The main aim of the project was to improve the user experience on the BvD
website. This would be achieved in the following ways:









Improving the homepage to give a better overview of the services
that BvD provide
Using the new site as a platform to promote BvD’s products
and create landing pages so that each section of the site has
a clear purpose
Similarly, use the site to make BvD’s areas of expertise
and specialisms clear
Improve the customer journey and encourage visitors to complete
a call-to-action in order to generate leads
Improve the navigation and internal linking structure of the site
Implement further visitor tracking so that BvD could get to know
their site visitors better
Improve the design of the site to make it more aesthetically
appealing

Challenges
This was an exciting project because it covered so many aspects of web
design and build. This did mean, however, that many areas had to be
rethought—for example, the site architecture had to be changed hugely.
This caused some areas to be a completely blank canvas, meaning that it
was imperative for all teams on the project to work together closely at all
times to achieve the perfect result. Additionally, due to BvD’s global status,
the website had to work for almost 20 different cultures.

Solution
The modernisation of BvD’s website meant that Distinction had to design
brand new page templates. The UK site was chosen as the first to migrate
over to these new templates, before releasing the changes to the other 10+
cultures over a gradual four-week period to ensure that the process went
smoothly.

The new website features a simple design using BvD’s corporate colours,
therefore reflecting the professionalism of the brand and positioning them
as a trusted company. In addition, the navigation is clear, with defined
sections for Home, Products, About and clear calls-to-action appear on
relevant pages.

Results
Client feedback on the site has been fantastic, and customers, in turn, have
been pleased with the new website. Content is now far more efficient to
manage with the Kentico CMS, especially across cultures. Additionally, the
site is now far more user-friendly with its improved navigation.

Key Criteria for Choosing Kentico
Cultures was a key feature of Kentico that Distinction was certain would
make a huge difference to BvD’s management of the website. Other reasons
for choosing Kentico include:







Customisable nature of CMS
Solid and robust CMS platform
Video and media library capabilities
Easy to administer and take control in-house upon delivery
Extensive reporting
The fantastic 24/7 support that is offered by Kentico

Distinction
Distinction helps forward-thinking brands to transform their businesses
using digital platforms and technologies.
They’re experienced throughout the B2B and B2C customer lifecycle, across
many industry verticals.
For many of their clients they provide the full suite of digital services, and
for others, they provide just a few to complement their existing expertise.
Whatever they do, they create outcomes... not outputs.
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